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Chemically-Passive Suppression of Laminar Premixed 
Hydrogen Flames in Microgravity 
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Effects of chemically-passive fire suppressants on laminar premixed hydrogen flames 
were investigated by combined use of microgravity experiments and computations.  The 
experiments used a short-drop free-fall laboratory facility that provides at least 450 ms of 

210−  g.  Near -limit laminar burning velocities were measured for outwardly propagating 
spherical stoichiometric hydrogen-air flames with varying concentrations of He, Ar, N2 and 
CO2 as suppressants.  Burning velocities were also computed using the steady, one-
dimensional laminar premixed flame code PREMIX.  Both measured and computed results 
showed the suppressants to increase in effectiveness in the order He, Ar, N2 to CO2.  The 
differences in effectiveness are shown to result from increased quenching of reactions by the 
increased specific heat due to the suppressant and from changes in the transport rates near 
the flame. The addition of suppressant generally decreased Markstein numbers, which made 
the flames more susceptible to preferential -diffusion instability. This effect increases flame 
speeds and tends to counteract the effect of suppressant to reduce laminar burning velocities. 
The concentration needed for each suppressant to prevent flame propagation was also 
determined.  Far from this flammability limit, agreement between measured and computed 
laminar burning velocities was good, but for near -limit flames the computed velocities were 
significantly lower than measured values.  These near-limit differences may be due to third-
body recombination rates for H+O2+M=HO2+M reactions, and in particular to the third-
body chaperon efficacy of various species M. 

Nomenclature  
 

Du =   mass diffusivity of unburned gases 
K =    flame stretch 
L =    Markstein length 
Ma =    Markstein number, L/ δD 
rf =    flame radius 
SL =    laminar burning velocity based on unburned gas properties 
SL∞ =    unstretched laminar burning velocity 
t =    time 
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δD  =    characteristic flame thickness, Du/SL8  
ρu =    density of unburned gases  
ρb =    density of burned gases  
Supp =    suppressant 
XS =    suppressant concentration 

I. Introduction 
Long-duration space missions, including trips to the Moon and Mars, present substantially increased risks of 

accidental fires, and as a result the development of effective fire -safety systems for spacecraft environments will be 
critical to such missions.  Chemically-active flame suppressants such as Halons have been very successful in 
applications where effective control of unwanted fires is need.  In fact, many experimental and computational 
studies have been undertaken to gain a better understanding of the mechanism of flame suppression of the 
chemically active halons and their potential replacement1-4.  These studies have shown that chemically active 
suppressants are unusually effective because they interrupt the chemical pathway of fuel oxidation. Unfortunately, 
chemically active suppressants  often generate reaction products that can be dangerous to health of astronauts and 
life-support systems  of spacecraft.  Consequently, chemically-passive suppressants are potentially more suitable for 
such long-duration missions.  The present study thus examines the effectiveness of various chemically-passive 
suppressants on flame propagation under microgravity conditions and spacecraft environments. 

Studies to gain an understanding of the inhibiting effects of suppressants  on flames have been performed in 
premixed5-6 and diffusion7-8 flames.  However, these studies are based on the standard normal-gravity tests, in which 
the modeled flame propagation and extinction mechanism are distinctly different from those in low-gravity flames.  
Specifically, studies9-11 have shown low-gravity flames to have broader flammability limits than do comparable 
flames in normal gravity.  The reduction of buoyancy with reduced gravity makes weak near-limit flames in 
microgravity more difficult to extinguish, and for this reason conventional normal-gravity tests  cannot provide 
effective guidelines for suppressant effectiveness on flammability limits in microgravity environments.  

Here we present results for suppressant effects on flames by studying outwardly-propagating spherical laminar 
premixed hydrogen flames in microgravity.  Although most practical flames are turbulent, turbulent flames are 
difficult to study because experimental conditions are substantially complicated by the need to describe turbulence 
properties.  In addition, turbulent flames cause turbulence-induced stretching and quenching, making them less 
conservative indicators of flame extinction than corresponding laminar flames.  Laminar flames are relevant to 
practical turbulent flames based on widely-accepted laminar flamelet concepts of turbulent flames.  Premixed flames 
have geometries and properties that simplify the control of experimental variables and the interpretation of 
experimental results.  They develop sufficiently fast that their propagation characteristics can be measured in the 
laboratory using a small, short-drop, free-fall microgravity facility.  Moreover, hydrogen-oxygen chemical kinetics 
play a fundamental role for combustion of all hydrocarbons in air, and numerical solutions of the underlying kinetic 
mechanism are considered relatively reliable.  Furthermore, results from the hydrogen-oxygen system provide 
conservative estimates for suppressant effectiveness, since such flames are the most difficult to extinguish among 
combustibles of practical interest 

One of the distinguishing features of laminar premixed flames is that they have a characteristic propagation rate, 
commonly called laminar burning velocity. Laminar burning velocities are of great importance in many areas of the 
combustion science, e.g., they are used to determine the ignition delay time, the thickness of the wall quench layers 
and the minimum ignition energy in combustion engines. They are also commonly used to validate chemical kinetic 
schemes. Therefore, the accurate measurements on laminar burning velocities play a key role in the process of 
understanding the suppression properties of suppressants  on flames. Lots of studies have shown that laminar burning 
velocities and structures of laminar premixed flames are significantly affected by flame/stretch interactions12-17. To 
deal this problem, we use unstretched laminar burning velocities to characterize the intensity of combustion of the 
flames and use Markstein numbers to characterize the sensitivity of flames to the effects of stretch in the present 
investigation. Fortunately, outwardly propagating spherical laminar premixed flames provide a straightforward 
determination of unstretched laminar burning velocities and Markstein numbers18-20.  
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A previous study18 has reported results for the effectiveness of various diluents as chemically-passive flame 
suppressants under normal-gravity condit ions.  The diluents  considered were inert gases , specifically He, Ar, N2 and 
CO2, chosen to allow separate identification of the relative effects of dilution, heat capacity, and transport properties 
on suppressant effectiveness.  That study examined flame propagation velocities in normal gravity for suppressant 
concentrations below 40% volume fraction in the reactant mixture.  For such comparatively low suppressant 
concentrations, the resulting flames were sufficiently fast that gravity had a negligible effect on the flame 
propagation.  However, as the suppressant volume fraction is increased above 40% and the extinction limit is 
approached, normal-gravity flames become greatly affected by buoyant distortion.  As a result, conducting near-
limit flame-suppression experiments under microgravity conditions is essential for determining the true flammability 
limits of suppressed flames for spacecraft environments.   

Therefore the purpose of the present study is to extend previous work by investigating the effects of chemically-
passive suppressants on the near-limit properties of laminar premixed hydrogen fla mes in microgravity. First, we 
introduce a novel short-drop free-fall facility that allows measurement of near-limit flame properties without the 
disruptive effects of buoyancy. Second, unstretched laminar burning velocities and Markstein numbers are measured 
for diluted stoichiometric hydrogen-air flames at atmospheric pressure using He, Ar, N2 and CO2 as suppressants. 
Corresponding results are also obtained for suppression of stoichiometric hydrogen flames in an atmosphere 
consisting of 30% oxygen and 70% nitrogen by volume at a pressure of 0.7 atm, which is the prescribed spacecraft 
environment for crew conditioning prior to external vehicular activities (EVA).  Third, for each suppressant and 
both atmospheres, measured values of the suppressant volume fraction needed to extinguish the flames are 
determined by extrapolating the near-limit laminar burning velocities to zero.  Finally, the near-limit unstretched 
laminar burning velocities measured in both normal-air and EVA atmospheres are compared with corresponding 
computed values. We analyze possible reasons for the discrepancies  between experiments and computations.   

II. Experiment Description 

A. Apparatus     

Figure 1 shows key components of the short-drop free-fall facility assembled for this investigation in the 
Microgravity Combustion Laboratory at the University of Michigan.  The facility consists of a support tower, a free-
falling spherical combustion chamber, a deceleration box, and shadowgraph optics that record the flame propagation 
as the chamber falls.  The free-fall chamber, which has an inside diameter of 360 mm and can be operated at 
pressures from vacuum to 34 atm, is held at the top of the tower by an e lectromagnet before being dropped.  As the 
chamber is released, a Hall-effect sensor detects the motion and sends a trigger pulse to a timer.  After a short delay 
to allow oscillations from the chamber release to decay to required levels, a timer pulse triggers a high-voltage spark 
generator connected to electrodes that ignite the mixture.  A second pulse triggers a high-speed digital video camera 
that records the flame propagation within the free-falling chamber.  The free-fall duration can be made as long as 
750 ms by setting the vertical position of a deceleration box below the chamber. In the present experiments, a one-
meter free-fall distance is used to provide 450 ms of 10-2 g reduced gravity.  After each experiment, the combustion 
chamber is vented and purged with air to cool it down prior to being recharged with the desired atmosphere and 
hoisted up the tower for the next test.  

A high-speed shadowgraph system records the flame during the fall.  As indicated in Fig. 1, light from a 
continuous 100W short arc-length mercury lamp is reduced by a neutral density filter and reflected from a concave 
mirror to form a parallel beam.  Using three first surface mirrors, one fixed on the drop tower and two attached on 
either side of the free-fall chamber, the parallel light beam propagates through two 100 mm diameter quartz 
windows mounted on the each side of the chamber, and then back up the tower toward the video camera.  The beam 
passes through a lens that directs the image onto a Phantom high-speed digital video camera that records 1000 
images per second.  

The reactant mixture is prepared in the spherical combustion chamber by adding gases at appropriate partial 
pressures to reach the desired reactant mixture and test pressure.  The reactants are mixed for 5-10 minutes using a 
small metal fan in the chamber, and the fan-induced motion is allowed to decay for at least 30 minutes before 
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ignition.  The flame is ignited by a spark at the center of the chamber from two electrodes consisting of 250 µm 
diameter tungsten wires having free lengths of 40 mm.  The spark gap is adjusted from 0.5-3.0 mm, with larger gaps 
used to ignite flames having relatively small laminar burning velocities that require larger ignition energies.  The 
spark energy is supplied by a high-voltage capacitive discharge circuit with an adjustable 0-30 kV voltage and a 
discharge time of roughly 5 µs.  The 
spark gap and spark energy are adjusted 
be to as close as possible to the minimum 
ignition energies.  

B. Data Reduction  

Present measurements were restricted 
to flames with diameters 10mm < d < 
60mm, with the upper limit imposed so 
that the volume of burned gas is always 
less than 0.5% of the total chamber 
volume.  As a result, the chamber 
pressure remains constant within 0.7% 
throughout the observation period, 
consistent with previous measurements of 
laminar premixed flame properties18-20.  
The lower limit on flame diameter avoids 
ignition disturbances and ensures that the 
characteristic flame thickness δD and 
flame radius rf satisfy δD/rf << 1, so that 
effects of flame curvature and thickness 
are negligible.  This is also consistent 
with previous measurements18-20.  Under 
these assumptions, quasi-steady 
expressions for the laminar burning 
velocity and flame stretch are given14 by  

fb
L

u

dr
S

dt
ρ

=
ρ

,  
2 f

f

dr
K

r dt
=        (1a,b ) 

Here SL is the observed flame propagation speed into the unburned gas and K is the flame stretch.  Both are 
related to the change in flame radius rf with time t.  The density ratio ρb/ρu was obtained from CET93 assuming 
adiabatic constant-pressure combustion with chemical equilibrium in the combustion products 8 and the same volume 
fractions of elements in the unburned and burned gases18-20.  The flame radius rf  (t) was measured from the 
shadowgraph images along the direction perpendicular to the spark electrodes, where disturbances of the flame 
surface by the electrodes are minimal.  Final results were averaged over measurements from three to five tests at 
each condition, with 95% confidence intervals characterizing uncertainties in the reported values. 

C. Data Correlation 

From Markstein13 and Clavin15, the laminar burning velocity SL is related to the flame stretch K for small to 
moderate values of curvature and stretch as  

L LS S LK∞= −                                     (2) 

 
 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the short-drop free-fall 
microgravity facility. 
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where SL∞ is the laminar burning velocity for an unstretched planar flame.  The Markstein length L is a measure of 
the flame response to the stretch rate K, and can be either positive (preferential-diffusion stable) or negative 
(preferential-diffusion unstable), depending on the reactants.  The Markstein length is proportional to a characteristic 
flame thickness based on mass diffusivity of the deficient reactant, δD, so that a dimensionless Markstein number 
can be defined as  

 ( / )D u L L uMa L L D S LS D∞ ∞= δ = =  (3) 

Here, the characteristic flame thickness δD is defined as the ration of mass diffusivity Du to the unstretched laminar 
burning velocity SL∞.  The unstretched laminar burning velocities SL∞ were obtained by extrapolating the measured 
stretched laminar burning velocities SL(K) from (1a,b) to zero stretch.  Since this study involves relatively slow near-
limit flames at low values of stretch, the effects of preferential diffusion are small.  All measurements reported 
herein were made before any flame instabilities were observed.  The resulting uncertainty in the measured SL∞ 
values based on the 95% confidence intervals is typically below 10%, with the largest uncertainties corresponding to 
extremely slow thick flames, for which the radius is more difficult to measure. The uncertainty in Ma values is 
generally less than 25% for |Ma|>1 and less than 25%/|Ma| for |Ma|<1.  

D. Test Conditions 

Experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1 and 2. Experimental conditions for H2/air/suppressant 
flames, summarized in Table 1, seek to representative of human habitation conditions on Earth at various altitudes, 
as follows: reactant mixtures at room temperature (298±0.5K), a fuel-equivalence ratio of 1.0, a pressure of 1.0 atm, 
and suppressant concentrations from 40% to the extinction limit  with helium, argon, nitrogen and carbon dioxide as 

suppressants. Experimental conditions for H2/30% 
O2+70% N2/suppressant flames are summarized in 
Table 2, involve EVA -preparation conditions for 
spacecraft, as follows: reactant mixture at room 
temperature (298±0.5K) and a pressure of 0.7 atm, a 
fuel equivalence ratio of unity, and suppressant 
concentrations of 40% to the extinction limit with 
nitrogen and carbon dioxide as suppressants. 

 

Table 1.   H2/Air/Suppressant Laminar Premixed 
Flame Test Conditionsa 

  

Supp Xs ρu/ρb SL∞ 
(cm/s) 

Ma 

p = 1.0 atm, φ = 1.0, Du = 158.7 mm2/s: 
He 0.40 5.79 117.0 0.9 
He 0.56 4.98 55.9 0.9 
He 0.60 4.71 45.0 1.1 
He 0.64 4.43 29.5 0.9 

p = 1.0 atm, φ = 1.0, Du = 75.5 mm2/s: 
Ar 0.40 5.75 76.0 0.2 
Ar 0.48 5.47 55.4 0.1 
Ar 0.56 4.98 34.9 -0.3 
Ar 0.64 4.37 20.0 -0.2 
Ar 0.68 4.11 12.3 -0.2 
Ar 0.72 3.79 6.3 -0.3 

p = 1.0 atm, φ = 1.0, Du = 72.9 mm2/s: 
N2 0.40 5.13 48.0 -1.0 
N2 0.48 4.67 29.6 -0.7 
N2 0.52 4.42 23.5 -0.8 
N2 0.56 4.17 17.5 -0.6 
N2 0.60 3.92 11.9 -0.1 
N2 0.64 3.65 5.7 -0.4 

p = 1.0 atm  φ = 1.0, Du = 59.9 mm2/s: 
CO2 0.40 4.36 18.0 -0.6 
CO2 0.44 4.10 11.0 -0.7 
CO2 0.48 3.87 6.6 -0.5 

a Initial mixture temperature of 298±0.5K. 

Table 2.   H2/EVA/Suppressant Laminar Premixed 
Flame Test Conditionsa 

  

Supp Xs ρu/ρb SL∞ 
(cm/s) 

Ma 

p = 0.7 atm, φ = 1.0, Du = 104.1 mm2/s: 
N2 0.60 4.65 33.3 -0.5 
N2 0.64 4.34 25.1 -0.4 
N2 0.68 4.01 14.2 -0.8 
N2 0.72 3.68 7.9 -0.6 
N2 0.74 3.50 3.3 -0.5 

p = 0.7 atm  φ = 1.0, Du = 85.6 mm2/s: 
CO2 0.40 5.06 48.0 -0.3 
CO2 0.44 4.85 25.9 -0.7 
CO2 0.48 4.57 16.7 -0.8 
CO2 0.52 4.29 13.1 -0.7 
CO2 0.56 4.01 8.0 -0.5 
CO2 0.60 3.75 3.9 -0.4 

a Initial mixture temperature of 298±0.5K. 
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III. Computational Method 
Numerical calculations of the corresponding plane unstretched premixed flames were carried out using the 

steady, one-dimensional laminar premixed flame code PREMIX. This algorithm allows for multi-component 
diffusion, thermal diffusion, variable thermochemical properties and variable transport properties, which is a 
sufficiently accurate treatment of transport for present purposes, as discussed in Ref. 19.  The numerical algorithm 
employs self-adaptive gridding to deal with regions where property gradients are large. The computational grid in 
space was varied to insure numerical accuracy. Present calculations used the updated comprehensive kinetic mo del 
for hydrogen combustion due to Li et al.22.  CHEMKIN was used as a preprocessor to determine thermochemical 
and transport properties from the database of Kee et al. 23, except for HO2, for which the recommendations of Kim et 
al. 24 were used.  Previous studies 18-20 have shown that the effects of radiative heat losses for the fast-propagating 
hydrogen flames were small comparing to the total heat release rate. However, radiation effects can be significant at 
reduced gravity for near-limit flames9. In fact, increasing dilution of hydrogen flames can lead to extinction due to 
radiative heat loss if the experimental apparatus are sufficiently large31. Therefore, an optically thin model was used 
to calculate the radiative heat loss from CO2 and H2O in the present study.  Planck absorption coefficients were 
taken from Kuznetsov and Sabelnikov25.  The resulting computed unstretched burning velocities SL∞ were compared 
for each suppressant type and concentration with the corresponding measured values obtained as  described above. 
The predicted flame structures were also compared for unsuppressed and suppressed flames. Finally, the sensitivity 
of computed laminar burning velocities to the reactions of the present chemical kinetic mechanism was evaluated. 

IV. Results and Discussion 

A. Effects of Gravity 

In previous 1-g experiments4, for undiluted or moderately-diluted mixtures corresponding to SL∞ > 20 cm/s, the 
observed flame front remained spherical throughout the measurement.  In such cases, the laminar burning velocities 
obtained in 1-g and µ-g experiments are essentially the same.  However for more highly -diluted slower-burning 
mixtures, flames in 1-g become noticeably buoyant, with the flame reaching the top of the chamber before the 
bottom.  At very high dilution levels corresponding to slowly-burning near-limit mixtures, a flame at 1-g cannot 

a)       70 ms     125 ms                190 ms               290 ms  

 
 

b)                65 ms   90 ms    125 ms    180 ms  

 
 

Figure 2. Burning sequences of stoichiometric H2/Air/64% N2 flames (H2: O2: N2 = 2: 1: 15.78) at 1atm 
after ignition: a) 1-g; b) µ -g. (From Ref. 36.) 
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even propagate downward against the flow induced by buoyancy.  As a result, experiments in microgravity become  
essential for measuring the near-limit flame properties. A typical example is shown in Fig. 2, corresponding to 1-g 
and µ-g realizations of a stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture with 64% N2 dilution.  At 1-g the burned gases are 
seen to move upward to form a classical mushroom shape, while in µ-g the flame remains smooth and spherical.  
The present microgravity experiments thus permit accurate measurements of the flame radius rf  (t) up to the 
extinction limit.  This in turn allows accurate determination of the laminar burning velocity SL  and the flame stretch 
K via (1a,b) and the unstretched laminar burning velocity SL∞ via (2). 

B. Flame Instabilities 

Three kinds of flame surface instabilities were observed during present experiments, as follows: preferential-
diffusion instability (only observed when Ma < 0), hydrodynamic instability (observed for all values of Ma) and 
buoyancy-induced instability. The presence of preferential-diffusion instability could be identified by irregular 
(chaotic) distortions of the flame surface relatively early in the flame propagation process. Preferential-diffusion 
instability was invariably observed when Markstein numbers were negative. Fortunately, flame surfaces remained 
smooth at small flame radii even for conditions that involved preferential-diffusion instability so that laminar 
burning velocities could be measured for a time even at these conditions.  Hydrodynamic instability could be 
identified by the development of a somewhat regular cellular disturbance pattern on the flame surface, very similar 
to the observations of Groff26; fortunately, these instabilities were only observed for flame diameters larger than 60 
mm so that they did not affect present measurements that were limited to flame diameters that were smaller than 60 
mm. Finally, buoyant instabilities by distortion of the flame surface from a spherical shape as well as by upward 
motion of the centroid of the flame were observed 
for near-limit flames in normal gravity during 
previous work18. However, they were not 
observed in the present microgravity investigation 
due to the elimination of buoyancy.  
      It is well known that lean H2/Air flames are 
intrinsically unstable while rich H2/Air flames are 
stable based on classical models of flame 
instability due to effects of preferential diffusion 
proposed by Manton et al.12 and Markstein13, 
namely, laminar premixed flames are unstable to 
effects of preferential diffusion at conditions 
where the fast-diffusion component (H2 in the 
present instance) is deficient (at fuel-lean 
conditions in the present instance).  According to 
previous studies18-20, stoichiometric combustion of 
hydrogen and air presents nearly-neutral 
preferential-diffusion instability.  In the following, 
we discuss how the addition of various 
suppressants  affects the preferential-diffusion 
instabilities of hydrogen/air flames in terms of 
Markstein numbers.  Measurements of Markstein 
numbers as a function of suppressant 
concentrations for stoichiometric H2/air flames at 
NTP are illustrated in Fig. 3, considering helium, 
argon, nitrogen and carbon dioxide as suppressants.  With the exception of helium, values of the Markstein number 
generally become progressively more negative as the concentration of suppressant increases.  In these cases, 
preferential-diffusion instability is promoted as the flames become more suppressed.  Results for helium as a 
suppressant differ from this behavior, however, because the transport properties of helium-diluted flames are 

     
 
Figure 3. Measured Markstein numbers as functions of 
the volume fraction of helium, argon, nitrogen and 
carbon dioxide suppressants for premixed stoichiometric 
hydrogen/air flames at a 1 atm pressure. 
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significantly different from those of 
nitrogen/argon/carbon dioxide-diluted flames, e.g., 
the mass diffusivity in increased (Du=158.7 mm2/s 
for helium-diluted flames at NTP) but a more 
significant effect is the increase of thermal 
diffusivity of the mixture in the helium-diluted 
environment through the enhanced thermal 
conductivity of helium (roughly five times larger 
than that of nitrogen in the temperature range 300-
3000K).  The large thermal conductivity of the fast-
diffusing helium molecules tends to promote 
preferential quenching of the reaction zone and thus 
stability of the flames to preferential-
diffusion/stretch interactions.  
      Measurements of Markstein numbers as a 
function of suppressant concentrations for H2/EVA -
prepation conditions for φ=1.0 and room 
temperature are illustrated in Fig. 4, considering 
nitrogen and carbon dioxide as suppressants. These results are qualitatively similar to results in Fig. 3. Notably, for 
both of Figs. 3 and 4, the tendency for the addition of suppressants (except helium) to reduce the Markstein number 
for a given reactant mixture and thus promote the preferential-diffusion instability was slightly reversed at large 
concentrations of suppressant where extinction were approached, shown in Figs 3 and 4.  
      As an example of unstable and stale flames, Fig. 5 shows the shadowgraph photographs of two near-limit flames 
- stoichiometric H2/air flames at NTP having carbon dioxide and helium suppressants respectively, both at a 
concentration of 50% in volume in the reactant mixture.  The former yields an unstable flame while the latter y ields 
a stable flame.  As mentioned above, stoichiometric combustion of hydrogen and air presents nearly-neutral 
preferential-diffusion instability.  The difference between these two figures is that one with CO2 as suppressant 
which tends to decrease Markstein number and one with He as suppressant which tends to increase Markstein 
number.  The smooth and spontaneously 
wrinkled flame surfaces for stable and 
unstable preferential-diffusion conditions are 
clear evident in Fig 5 due the reasons above.  
When it is noted that wrinkled unstable 
flames have increased burning velocities 
compared to smooth flames having the same 
laminar burning velocities, (because wrinkled 
flame surfaces have more surface area for 
reaction27), the results of Fig. 5 clearly  
demonstrate a potentially undesirable effect 
of CO2 as a flame suppressant with respect to 
fire safety.  
 
C. Burning Velocities 

The short-drop free-fall facility was used 
to measure the unstretched laminar burning velocities SL∞ of stoichiometric hydrogen-air flames for each 
suppressant type and concentration as described above.  The SL∞ values measured at atmospheric pressure are shown 
in Fig. 6, with corresponding results for the EVA atmosphere shown in Fig. 7.  Results are given as functions of the 
suppressant volume fraction, with the corresponding computed values shown for comparison.  The oxygen index, 
also shown in the lower axis, is the volume fraction of oxygen in the reactant mixture as a percentage of the non-fuel 

       
Figure 4. Measured Markstein numbers as functions 
of the volume fraction of nitrogen and carbon dioxide 
suppressants for premixed stoichiometric 
hydrogen/EVA flames at a pressure of  0.7 atm. 

      
 
Figure 5.  Shadowgraph photographs of two near-limit 
flames: a) stoichiometric H2/Air/50% CO2 flames at NTP, 
which yields an unstable flame; b) stoichiometric H2/Air/50% 
He flames at NTP, which yields a stable flame. 
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gases.  The measured values of SL∞ for suppressant volume fractions below 40% are from previous 1-g experiments4.  
Since the burning velocities in those cases generally exceed 20 cm/s, gravity effects can be neglected and direct 
comparisons with the present µ-g results can be made.  For suppressant volume fractions above 40%, in most cases 
the 1-g flame was not sufficiently spherical to obtain meaningful values of the flame radius rf  (t) and thus laminar 
burning velocities are reported only from the µ-g measurements.  The uncertainties in the measured SL∞ values are 
shown by 95% confidence intervals. 

The results in Fig. 6 show that all suppressants cause SL∞ to decrease as the suppressant concentration is 
increased.  The relative effectiveness for the suppressants, defined by the reduction of the unstretched laminar 
burning velocity at any fixed suppressant concentration, increases in order from helium to argon, nitrogen and 
carbon dioxide, with the latter being most effective.  For argon, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide the observed trend can 
be explained by the simple increase in the specific heat of the non-fuel gases per unit oxygen concentration18.  This 
causes a corresponding reduction in the reaction zone temperatures of these flames, and an associated reduction in 
their laminar burning velocities28.  However helium represents an exception, since its specific heat is identical to that 
of argon, and thus demonstrates that the simple specific-heat effect alone cannot account for the observed relative 
suppressant effectiveness.  For helium, the reduction in flame speed produced by the specific-heat effect is partly 
offset by the increase in heat and mass transfer rates into the reactant mixture from the substantially higher 
diffusivity of helium, which act to increase SL∞ when helium is present.  The specific-heat effect is dominant, since 
the suppressant effectiveness still increases with increasing helium concentration, but the net result is to render 
helium less effective than argon.  

For the EVA atmosphere in Fig. 7, the higher suppressant effectiveness of CO2 relative to N2, is consistent with 
the simple specific -heat effect noted above.  As expected, the higher oxygen concentration (30%) in the EVA 
atmosphere increases the resulting SL∞ values relative to the corresponding cases in Fig. 6.  However the lower 
pressure in the EVA atmosphere reduces the mass-burning rate at the same SL∞ value.  The net result is that, for the 
same suppressant type and concentration, the mass-burning rates are only about 10% larger in the EVA atmosphere 
in Fig. 6 than for the air atmosphere in Fig. 7.  

    
 
Figure 6. Measured (symbols) and computed (lines) planar laminar burning velocities as functions of the 
volume fractions of helium, argon, nitrogen and carbon dioxide suppressants for premixed stoichiometric 
hydrogen/air/suppressant flames at a pressure of 1 atm at 1-g and µ-g.  (From Ref. 36.) 
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D. Flammability Limits 

Figures 6 and 7 show that for each 
suppressant there is a maximum 
concentration above which no flame will 
propagate in the present experiments.  
This is in direct disagreement with 
computational results29-30, which have 
suggested that there is no purely chemical 
flammability limit for unstretched laminar 
flames without heat losses, and that SL∞ 
will instead decrease asymptotically to 
zero as the dilution by an inert suppressant 
increases.  However practically all 
experimental studies of flammability 
limits have suggested that the laminar 
burning velocity at the flammability limit, 
here denoted by SL∞,lim, is not zero and 
instead is on the order of a few cm/s.  The present results in Figs. 6 and 7 are consistent with this.  

Despite many studies to date, there is no agreement on the true value of SL∞,lim.  If for the moment we accept the 
computational results that suggest SL∞,lim = 0, then we can use the measured SL∞ values in Figs. 6 and 7 to estimate 
the concentration of each suppressant needed to extinguish a hydrogen flame in air and EVA atmospheres.  This is 
done by extrapolating the measured near-limit laminar burning velocities to determine where SL∞ would reach zero.  
The resulting extrapolated limits for stoichiometric H2/Air and H2/EVA flames are given in Table 3 in terms of the 
suppressant volume fraction in the reactant mixture, as well as the corresponding suppressant volume fraction in the 
non-fuel gases and the limiting oxygen index.  The former suggests that 76% Ar, 68% N2 or 53% CO2 are needed by 
volume in the reactant mixture to extinguish a premixed H2/Air flame, and that 75% N2 or 64% CO2 are needed to 
extinguish the corresponding H2/EVA flame. Although the extrapolation is based on a flammability limit criterion 
about which there remains some uncertainty, the purpose is to estimate the amount of suppressant needed to 
guarantee extinction of a hydrogen flame, which is an essential quantity for practical spacecraft fire safety 
applications.   

The practical significance of the above estimate demonstrates the fundamental importance of accurately 
determining the true nature of the extinction limit for laminar premixed flames.  As noted above, computational 

                
 
Figure 7. Measured (symbols) and computed (lines) planar laminar burning velocities as functions of the 
volume fractions of nitrogen and carbon dioxide suppressants for premixed stoichiometric 
hydrogen/EVA(30% O2+70% N2)/suppressant flames at a pressure of 0.7 atm at 1-g and µ-g. (From Ref. 36.)  

Table 3. Flammability Limits of Hydrogen Flames:  
Suppressant Volume Fraction at SL8 =0. 

  

Combustion 
Environment Supp 

b
SuppX
% 

c
SuppX

  
% 

Oxygen 
Index 

Ar 76 82 3.8 
N2 68 75 5.2 Air 

 
CO2 53 62 8.1 

N2 75 83 7.8 EVA 
 CO2 64 74 5.2 

 
b
SuppX denotes suppressant volume fraction in the reactant mixture. 
c
SuppX  denotes suppressant volume fraction in the non-fuel gases. 
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results20,21 have suggested SL∞,lim = 0, while experimental results including those in Figs. 6 and 7 suggest that the 
flammability limit corresponds to a non-zero value of SL∞,lim. In any given experiment, near the flammability limit it 
is likely that small disturbances produced by buoyant convection or hydrodynamic strain could potentially account 
for the observed non-zero extinction limits.  Additionally, heat losses in most experiments due to radiation or 
conduction could also cause the observed non-zero extinction limits31.  However in the present mic rogravity 
experiments, buoyant convection and hydrodynamic strain have been essentially eliminated, as noted above.  
Moreover, the 180 mm radius of the present spherical chamber is sufficiently large in comparison with the rf < 30 
mm flames for heat losses  by conduction to the walls or to the 250 µm tungsten electrodes to also be negligible.  
This suggests that, in the present experiments, radiative heat loss to the chamber wall is likely to be the sole 
remaining experimental factor that could realistically account for the observed non-zero values of SL∞,lim in Figs. 6 
and 7.   

 
E. Flame structures 

To gain a better understanding of the addition of suppressants on the structures of laminar premixed flames, 
numerical simulations of plane (unstretched) H2/air flames in the presence of various suppressants were carried out 
using PREMIX.  Figure 8 shows the predicted structures of plane unstreteched H2/air flames with and without 
suppressants at fuel-equivalence ratio of unity and NTP.   Results in Fig. 8 a) provide the baseline flame structure 
when no suppressant is present.  Fig. 8 b)-d) provide similar results for the flames with a high suppressant 
concentration (50%  helium, argon, and nitrogen by volume).  All these results are based on the hydrogen/oxygen 
chemical kinetics mechanism of Li11.  In each figure, the top graph provides profiles of temperature and the stable 
species (H2, O2 and H2O) concentrations, whereas the bottom graph provides profiles of radical species (H, OH, O, 
H2O and H2O2) concentrations, all as a functions of distance through the flame. The results show that the maximum 
concentrations of the radicals HO2 and H2O2 are much smaller than the concentrations of the radicals H and OH, and 
O; therefore, the latter tend to dominate reactive effects in the present flames.   Obviously, due to the dilution caused 
by the suppressants having initial concentrations of 50%, the reactant concentrations (H2 and O2) and product 
concentration (H2O) are decreased for the suppressed flames comparing to the unsuppressed flame. An interesting 
trend shown in Fig.8 is that the concentration of O2 near the cold boundary of the flame increases before it decreases 
once again upon approach to the reaction zone of the flame. This effect is due to the preferential diffusion of fast-
diffusing reactant, H2, compared to the slow-diffusing reactant, O2 for a plane flame. The next major trend is the 
progressive reduction of the final flame temperature form 2250 K (for no suppressant) to 1665 K (for the 
suppressant He and Ar), and to 1440 K (for the diatomic suppressant N2). This behavior is solely due to the 
progressive increase of specific heat of these suppressants in the order of He and Ar (the same) and N2.  On the other 
hand, the increased thermal diffusivity of He compared to Ar has no effect on the final flame temperature because 
these flames are adiabatic.  For the present stoichiometric flames, the radical H generally has the largest maximum 
concentrations in the flames, with OH having somewhat smaller maximum concentrations, e.g., roughly 1/4 - 1/3 as 
large as H, and with the other radicals all having significantly smaller concentrations.  In addition, the maximum 
concentration of H in the flames progressively decreases in the order no suppressant, helium, argon and nitrogen. 
Similarly, but not shown here, the maximum concentrations of H in the flame for a particular reactant mixture 
progressively decreases with increasing concentrations of suppressants.  Based on the findings of Kwon and Faeth32, 
for flames having hydrogen and oxygen as reactants, it is expected that this reduction of the maximum concentration 
of H should cause a corresponding reduction of the laminar burning velocity of these flames. 

 
F. Discrepancies in Computed Burning Velocities 

There is evidence that shortcomings in the chemical kinetic mechanism may be at least partly responsible for 
differences between the measured and computed results in Figs. 6 and 7.  The respective SL∞ values are seen to agree 
reasonably well at low suppressant concentration, but to diverge at higher concentrations as the observed extinction 
limits are approach.  For the hydrogen-air flame with 56% N2 dilution, the computed SL∞ is only about half of the 
measured value.  Consistent with this, Wu et al.33 have previously found that standard chemical kinetic mechanisms  
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  a)     b) 

               
  
  c)     d) 

              
 
Figure 8. Predicted structure of an premixed stoichiometirc hydrogen/air flames at NTP: a) without 
suppressant, b) with a 50% by volume nitrogen suppressant, c) with a 50% by volume argon suppressant, d) 
with a 50% by volume helium suppressant. 
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yield smaller flame balls, lower flame speeds, and richer flammability limits than do measurements.  Egolfopoulos 
and Law34,35 also found that the standard kinetic mechanisms underpredict the flame speed for strained premixed 
hydrogen-air flames as the fuel equivalence ratio is decreased.  Factors such as modeling of molecular transport 
mechanisms  and radiation heat losses of near-limit flames could all be possible contributors  to these discrepancies.  
Here we will examine if the present observations suggest 
that improvements may be needed in the chemical 
mechanism to produce accurate computed results for near-
limit flames.  

 To identify the most important near-limit elementary 
reactions, a sensitivity analysis of SL∞ respect to reaction 
rate coefficients was performed for stoichiometric H2/EVA 
flames diluted with 40%, 60% and 66% N2 by volume.  
The results, shown in Fig. 9, indicate that the chain-
propagation and chain-branching reactions have positive 
sensitivities on SL∞ while the chain-termination reactions 
have negative sensitivities.  Increasing the N2   volume 
fraction increases the corresponding sensitivities, yielding 
the largest sensitivities at the largest N2 volume fraction.  
For the 40% N2 flame, two-body chain branching reactions 
are dominant.  For the near-limit 66% N2 flame, the 
sensitivity to the three-body chain-termination reaction 
H+O2+M=HO2+M becomes comparable with the 
sensitivity to the chain-branching reactions.  This indicates 
that, as the extinction limit is approached, this chain-
termination reaction increasingly controls the flame. 

Figure 9 suggests the possibility that a substantial part 
of the discrepancy between the measured and computed 
SL∞ values in Figs. 6 and 7 may be due to the three-body recombination rates for H+O2+M=HO2+M reactions, and in 
particular to the third-body chaperon efficiency of various species M.  This is made even more likely by the fact that 
for the present measured values considerable care has been taken to reduce imperfections in the experiments that 
might otherwise be relied on to account for this difference.  The H+O2+M=HO2+M recombination reactions are 
extremely important for highly-diluted near-limit flames, due to the competition between chain-branching and 
chain-terminating reactions near the flammability limit.  This is consistent with the increasing discrepancies in Figs. 
6 and 7 between measured and computed SL∞ values as the suppressant concentrations are increased, and suggests 
potential value in measurements and computations to better define the third-body efficiencies in this key reaction.  

V. Conclusions 
This study investigated the effects of various chemically-passive suppressants on the near-limit properties of 

laminar premixed hydrogen flames in microgravity both experimentally and computationally. The measurements 
were conducted in a novel short-drop free-fall microgravity facility at the University of Michigan, involving 
unsteady outwardly propagating spherical laminar premixed hydrogen flames. Experimental and computational 
conditions considered premixed hydrogen/air/suppressant and hydrogen/30% oxygen and 70% nitrogen/suppressant 
flames, with the latter condition of interest for EVA -preparation activities onboard manned spacecraft. The other 
flame conditions were as follows: room temperature (298K); fuel equivalence ratio of unity; pressures of 1.0 and 0.7 
atm; chemically-passive gaseous suppressants including helium, argon, nitrogen and carbon dioxide; and 
suppressant concentration of 40% to the extinction limit. The near-limit unstretched laminar burning velocities and 
the flame response to stretch, characterized by Markstein numbers, were accurately measured for varying 
concentrations of suppressants  in stoichiometric hydrogen-air and hydrogen-EVA flames. The computed flame 

     
 
Figure 9. Sensitivity coefficients of laminar 
burning velocity with respect to reaction rate 
coefficients, computed for stoichiometric H2/EVA 
flames having 40% N2, 60% N2 and 66% N2 as 
suppressants at 0.7atm respectively using the 
kinetics of Li et al. (2003). (From Ref. 36.) 
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behavior considered variable transport and thermodynamics properties, multi-component transport, radiation heat 
loss, and the detailed hydrogen/oxygen chemical kinetic mechanism of Li22.  

Chemically-passive flame suppressants perform in order of increasing effectiveness from helium, to argon, 
nitrogen and carbon dioxide, which mainly reflects their progressively increasing specific heats and progressively 
decreasing mass and thermal transport properties.  The volume fraction of each suppressant required to extinguish 
stoichiometric H2/Air or H2/EVA flames, estimated by extrapolating the measured near-limit laminar burning 
velocities to zero, was found to be 76% Ar, 68% N2 or 53% CO2 by volume in the reactant mixture for the H2/Air 
flame, and 75% N2 or 64% CO2 for the H2/EVA flame.  There is a consistent tendency for the addition of 
suppressants to reduce the Markstein number for a given reactant mixture at the same time that the unstretched 
laminar burning velocity is reduced.  Thus the tendency of suppressants to reduce laminar burning velocities (and 
thus to reduce the severity of unwanted fires) is counteracted to some extent by the tendency of suppressants to 
reduce Markstein numbers and promote flame instabilities.   

Computed values for the unstretched laminar burning velocities using current chemical kinetic mechanisms were 
found to be in good agreement with corresponding measured values far from the extinction limit.  However the 
computed values become substantially lower than the measured values at large suppressant concentrations as the 
flammability limit is approached, even though considerable care has been taken to reduce imperfections in the 
present experiments that might otherwise account for these differences.  The increasing sensitivity of the burning 
velocity to the three-body chain-termination reactions H+O2+M=HO2+M as the extinction limits is approached 
suggests that possible improvements in the third-body chaperon efficiencies may be needed to reconcile computed 
flammability limits with the present measured values.  
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